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ABSTRACT

This thesis aims at identifying attributes of the identity of a brand and then proceeds to study the functions a brand performs for a consumer. The entire research focuses on the Consumer-Brand relationship and identifies the six strategic brand functions of Emotional Connection, My Life style and Image, My Perception, Consumer Brand Knowledge, Trust and Responsible towards the Customer. The study has explored the effect of two focal functions of Consumer Brand Knowledge (CBK) and Consumer Brand Emotion (CBE) on Consumer-Brand relationship.

The dynamics of customer centricity are complex and need an integrated approach rather than thinking in silos. The brand functions are used to create a brand customer centricity calculator which is subsequently used to calculate the level of customer centricity of 50 brands.

Customization of the marketing messages to get good ROI (return on investment) is a function of how well an organization can develop a targeting strategy for each specific market segment. Customization or tailoring products to generate greater product acceptance by consumers requires a very incisive understanding of one’s target audience. Understanding the diversity in the interest groups and then targeting them with the right marketing message is the obvious challenge. In this context I use the level of customer centricity as a premise to help organizations group consumers into different target segments and then create strategies accordingly.

The research also devises an experiment where I use 20 corporate blogs and explore the dimension of the consumer-brand relationship. By tabulating consumer responses pre and post exposure to a corporate blog, the experimental findings demonstrate that brand knowledge has an impact on the consumer-brand association and how organizations can improve consumer brand knowledge and subsequently the consumer’s emotional connection with a brand.